ABSTRACT. In this paper we prove that the /~.,-cube can be (1 + s)-embedded into any 1 -subsyntmetrie C(s>n.dimensional normed space.
In titis paper we will study (1 + c)-embeddings of tite ft-cube in finite-dimensional subsymmetric spaces. The result we prove for tite 4-case 1 =p< 2, can be deduced brom Joitnson and Lindenstrauss's lemma plus a refinement of Dvoretzky's titeorem (see for instance [7] , Theorem 3.9), but, as far as we know, it is new in otiter cases. The metitod we use is in essence of probabilistic nature and tite main tool is a well known deviation inequality.
We begin by recalling some definitions. Given two metile spaces (M,d) Tite !L-cube is the metric space (Q, p,.,) witere C~= (-1, + 1>' and pjs,s')= máx s, -s'I, for any par of elements s,g' belonging to C;.
Since p.,(c,e') = 2, whenever s # 8', the problem we are consideiing may be related witit the sphere-packing problem, i.e., itow many balís, witit radius > fl,)= -we will compute tite probability of 
<vol (B) is tite n-dimensional volume ob tite unit bali)
iii) When E=k 1 =p <oc, we can improve slightly the numerical constant. Indeed, by taking a =1/2 and using tite mean value titeorem we obtain the following: then n > C log. N (C is a numericaJ constant). These expressions say that p = OO is the best possible situation, because, an isometric embedding (E=O) is possible in this case.
